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AR TBBEAN BASIN ENVIRONMENT THREAT UNITES POLITICAL ENEMIES 

t kKholm DAGENS NYHETER in Swedish 26 Mar 83 p 17 

Article by Lasse Johansson] 

ext! The region around the Caribbean Sea is a caldron of war, idyllic 
irist islands, incredible wealth, extreme poverty, major power influence, 

litical tension, large corporations, oil trade, and many environmental 

rohlems. Nevertheless, delegates from most of the region's 28 nations 
recently signed the Cartagena Convention in Colombia, in which they promiss 

to help protect the Caribbean Sea and its invaluable envirormment. 

it is remarkable that so many countries could unite around the convention. 

ut it is not the contents that are surprising--it consists mostly of vague 

promises to reduce pollution--but the fact that such diverse nations as the 

ed States and Cuba, for example, have put their names on the same paper. al é 
er? 

— 

Concert 

n the convention, leftist governments from Nicaragua and Grenada promise to 

help conservative governments from the United States, Guatemala, Jamaica, and 

Barhados combat the environmental problems. Countries such as Venezuela and 

tuyana or Guatemala and Belize, which lay claim to the same territories, have 
reached an agreement on this matter. Small island nations and old colonial 

wers such as Great Britain and France have joined forces toward a common 

il. 

This is not an ordinary occurrence in international affairs, but then the 

aribbean Sea is something special. Here, perhaps more than anywhere else in 

the world, the environmental problems are caused by political, economic, and 

l SO ( ia factors. 

And the problem of the environment and natural resources leads, in turn, to 

political concern in the region, 

Just over 200 million people live in and around the Caribbean Sea and the 
Gulf of Mexico, from the coastal states of the United States in the north to 

Colombia and Venezuela in the south, from Central America in the west to the 
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ST LUCIA 

GARBAGE POLLUTION DEFACES BEACHES ESSENTIAL TO TOURISM 

Castries THE WEEKEND VOICE in English 16 Apr 83 p 4 

(Article bv Sharon Williams] 

| Text } 

ANOTHER adverse piece of publicity on St. Lucia 
was featured in one of the United States most 
popular news-magazines, TIME, earlier this 
month. 

The article which featured pollution in the Carib- 
bean did not stress unduly on St. Lucia but 
portrayed a beautiful, colour, glossy, albeit 
small] photograph of a despoiled beach on the 
island, complete with refuse littering the 

Despite the fact that it was not a popular public 
beach and the photographer must have had to 

unrecognizable beach, the spot does exist and 
the harm already done, perhaps scaring 
numerous would-be tourists from our shores. 

Travelling down the La Toc road, one is overcome by the 
beauty of the scenery, the sheer expanse of blue water 
which stretches across to Vigie and the novelty of driving in 
such close proximity to the sea. 

roam the entire island to find the unidentified, | 

But look closer and what do you see” A colourful arrangement 
of cans, plastic bags and other garbage littering the shore, 
imaginatively moulding itself to nelp form the coastline. 
And what a coastline! 

Regardiess of City Council notices which prohibit the dumping 
of garbage in certain areas, offenders seem to read these 

But althougn the authorities should take the major respon- 
sibility for keeping our beaches beautiful, the job is not 
entirely theirs. We St. Lucians must develop a pnde in our 
country, in our own which will restrain us 

from littering indiscriminately, as we do now. 

On a recent boat-ride to Soufriere, one was struck by the 

which has started to accumulate on the seabed 

ing the space of three months, chicken bones, plates. 

cans and even cutlery. 
Amazingly on that trip, a garbage can was available on the 

boat, but pieuaaees exhibited a marked preference for 

dumping their refuse in the sea. —— aly and 

[a t becoming a landmark of often inconvenient places, and fast ! 
St. Lucia. This will not be wel] received on the tounsm 

market as of our allure. 
Director of Temien. Ms. Maria Laville, last year stated that a 

people’s surroundings tell a great deal about them. If this is 

so, then what a tall tale we tell of ourselves, and unfavour- 

ablyso. 
Right now, a beautification project is being carried out on the 

Vigie beach. The authorities responsibie should be highly 
commended fv. this, as this beach is sO close to ‘he airport 
and often forms a visitor's first impression of the country 

More projects like this should be undertaken probably with 
the aid of the numerous clubs and other organizations which 
avound on the island, as well as each indiv idual S personal 
effort to refrain from marnmng our country s countenance 
with garbage. 

notices, take note and exhibit their very own brand of logic ' The public too, would greatly appreciate the installauon of 

by then dumping their refuse everywhere but, the spot on 
which the sign stands. 

Following Hurncane Allen in 1980, beaches on the island were 
made chaotic with debris strewn everywhere. Two years 
later, som stime last year, a beautification campaign was 
mounted by the authorities concerned, aitued at clearing 
the beaches and restoring them to their picture-postcard, 
idyllic appearance. 

Some work was done and particularly the Vigie beach, was 
restored to sembiance of its former seif. 

garbage bins around the city where they can rt of their 
waste as well as r garbage umuts arou vanous 
communities, the lack of which contnbutes mostly to the 
present probiem. 

While the present situauon is detmmental to our tounst 

industry. and must be rectified ummeduately. let it not be 

done solely for this purpose but rather in the interest of 
ourselves produced by a national pnde. 

But while we are at it, does the major dumping ground have 
to be so close to the road. centrally jocated within the most 
active tourist zone” 
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zu 4 OF PARLA OIL 

TRINIDAD GUARDIAN in English 21 Apr 83 p 
Port-or-Spain IR. 

mOM. 
Cou: 

SAN FERNANDO: 
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS of the Oulfields Work- 

ers Trade Union have discovereda“ tdeal”’ of 
pollution from oil in the Gulf of Paria in the area 
where two oilworkers met their death on Tuesday 
momin 

Mr Horace Scott, assistant general secretary | 
of OWTU and the union's safety officer, said that 
when he visited the barge where the accident 
took place, he learnt thar persons from the 
smaller islands were complaining about poliution | 
in the waters around their terntories. 

“I saw lots of evidence of 
barge where the a ig too 
life was evident.’ he said 
Mr Scott wants to know what the Govern- 

ment was doing regarding the introduction of 
laush ag&inst pollution in the waters around 
this country to protect manne life in particular. 

The two oiulworkers who met their death on the | 

place — no manne 

barge when they became ‘‘human torches’’ were | 

ilution around the | 

POLLUTION WORRIES OIL WORKERS UNION 

- 

j / 

Leroy Marcano and Dezei John. both of Point 
Fortin. Both men died at the Point Fortin Hos- 
pital shortly after they were warded for treat- 
ment of burns 
A post mortem revealed that they died from 

100 per cent burns. Both men were empioyed with 
a drilling contracting firm which is doing work for 
Tmnmar Limited :n the Soldado area in the Guif 
of Paria. 

The OWTU has called on Trinmar for a full 
rt of the accident. 

m the otherhand, according to Mr. Scott, the 
union is probing che incident with three theories 
in mind. Firstly. they want to know whether a 
weil in thé area was gassing while a welding 
operation was taking place.on the barge. 

Secondly, the OWTU wants to find out whether 
an explosion which took piace had an ag brow: Ba to = 
with the welding equipment itseif. y, ; 
union wants to know if there was a spill ¥ 
kerosene on the floor of the barge.which could 
have caught on to the torch. 



-AKEN TO PREVENT CONTAMINATION OF LAKE TIBERIAS 

HA "ARETZ in Hebrew 7 Apr 83 p 8 

rticle by Eli El'ad: "Great Progress Made in Preventing Sewage from Enter- 
xe i|iberias; Beaches around Lake to Be Developed™/ 

Tex C/ reat. progress in preventing sewage from entering Lake Tiberias was 

ntly and soon a main sewage line will be completed aromnd the lake 

‘ighborin;, communities to prevent sewage from entering the lake. c? ~ 

Chis ; reported yesterday by the head of the lake administration, Menashe 
Ben Shlomo at the conference marking the tenth anniversary of the Environment 
‘rrotection Service. 

keveloping the Beaches 

Ben Shlomo added that as a result of the main sewer it will be possible to 

develop the beaches around the lake and build facilities for the public. 

that the Enan Reservoir north of the lake near the Huleh preserve 

ut to be completed and will absorb all the water from the fish ponds is ab< 
in the Huleh \V ley which is presently one of the main sources of pollution 

the lake. ..e reservoir will also absorb the water from Qiryat Shemona. 

e spokesman pointed out that with the help of the service, 150 open dumps 
ere closed in the vicinity of the lake. All the garbage is now being sent 

central dumps. 

ior Ministry Director General Hayim Kubarsky said that the main achieve- 

ment during the 10-year existence of the service has been its success in 

the general public and the authorities aware of the importance of 
environmental protection. He added that the approval ‘or the new power plant 
in Hedera will become a model for correct decision-making in this area. 

Energy Ministry Director General Uriel Lin said that the only saving of energy 

during the decade will be the combing of coal in the energy industry. The 
director of the Environment Protection Service, Dr Uri Marinow, said that 

the environment units in the local authorities will be expanded. 

ihere are at present 17 such units with a budget of over 100 million 
shekels tor 1983-84. Dr Marinow asked that efforts to establish a central 

authority for environment protection continue in order to provide the 

Israeli publ ic with proper environmental services. 

9 9565 

CSO: 5000/4519 



VIR POLLUTION REPORTED IN ASHDOD 

el Aviv HATZOFL in Hebrew 5 Apr 83 p 3 

(Article by Yona Kohen: "To Prevent Air Pollution in Ashdod_y 

[Text7 The Interior and Environmental Quality Committee has devoted a 
session to discussing the topic of how to prevent air pollution in 

\shdod. In addition to the residents’ representatives of Ashdod, the ses- 

sion was attended by [representatives af/ the Environmental Protection Agency, 

the Ministries of Health and Agriculture, the Electric Company, and the 

Citv ot Ashdod. 

Representatives of the Environmental Protection Agency, the Health Ministry 

and the Ashdod residents expressed appreciation to the committee for its 

interest in the environment, which propels local authorities to work on 

improving the environment. 

Dr Marinow of the Environmental Protection Agency reported to the committee 

that pollution in the Ashdod area caused by the power plant results from the 

vpe of fuel and its method of burning. A board of experts was formed to 

look into the matter, and its report has been adopted by the Electric 

Company. The report states that the company keeps high standards. Dr 

Mar inow added that the cm »vany is now studying ways of improving the burning 

method in the power plants tasks. 

Dr Marinow told the committee that a personal decree is being issued by the 

Interior Minister designed to prevent environmental violations. He also 

told the committee that the budget has been approved for the local council 

ot Hevel Lahish to build a carrier or a ramp alcag the road to reduce the 

pollution and roise of the traffic. Dr Marinow related that guidelines have 

been issued to increase control of refineries. He pointed out that he 

supported the idea of establishing a fund for compensating farmers whose 

crops were affected by air pollution. 

Prof Donagi of the Health Ministry emphasized that the air pollution problem 

in Ashdod is serious and said that a survey of 2000 children by the ministry 
proved it. The pollution affects the health of the lungs of the children. 

The survey also shows that the development of the children in the area and 

their health are impaired in comparison to children in an environment without 

air pollution. 

10 
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tC the Minister ot Healt! led ap] inted a Ljdanh | 

Lee Pr the power piants in Ashdod to prevent lut 

ined the possibilities of chary ing the Eiectric 

easures to prevent pollution which may affect humans, 

e committee determined that the electric ca 

~ in sulphur, put tilters in the smoke stacks, an 

cc 

, % ° 

ind cControi system tor sulfur dloxide. 

e bFiectric Company emphasized that tne company 1S Got! 

“ Ollution and is working on implementing the experts’ 

iny has asked the tank suppliers to present proposal 

uurning methods. The company is experimenting with a 

ice the old one. 

he Ayriculture Ministry said that the ministry is oryan- 

look into the influence of air pollution on plants, 

ulture in general. He said that legislation is pendin,p 

ers tor the effects of air pollution. He added that ait 

ting avriculture and more money is needed to deal wit! 

4 
the committee, Knesset Member S. Arbeli-Almozlino, 

who submitted reports on the activities ot the committee 

topic is a committee priority since the situation must 

hear a second report after the Passover recess. 

ll 



BRIEFS 

DESALINATION AT TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY--The Ramot Plastica Company has developed 

a special system for total desalination of sea water, removing salt, organic 

ratter and germs. The company is partially owned by Ramot, the university 

iuthority for research and development at Tel Aviv University. The developers 

ot the system, headed by Dr Moshe Frumer, say that the system they have 

developed is cheaper and more efticient than the existing ones. They add 

that the inverse-osmosis system they have developed permits near-perfect 

desalination, while the two existing methods of refinement and absorption 

may transter impurities to the purified water. The cost of operation per 

cubic meter of purified water is 65 cents in the new system, while in other 

systems the cost is $10.20 and $17 per cm respectively, hence a most signi- 
tf icant reduction in price. The system permits purifying water in all areas, 

from purif ying tap water from salt and organic matter for research, labs 

and industry, to preparing sterilized water and desalination. The systems 

were developed in two sizes. They are marketed in Israel and are being 
exported to Germany, France and Japan. [Texg/ (Tel Aviv HA'ARETZ in 
Hebrew 7 Apr 83 p §7 9565 

MERCURY CONTAMINANT IN HAIFA WATERS--The entire shallow area of the Haifa 

Bay is contaminated with mercury and the main source for this contamination 

is the electrochemical industries in the area. This was reported at the con- 

ference dealing with Israel's shores that took place last Wednesday at Tel 

Aviv University. Dr Yuval Kohen, of the Environment Protection Authority 

provided the data on the study of mercury in Haifa Bay conducted in 1980-82. 
[he study was done in cooperation with the Israel Laboratories for the Study 

ot Seas and Lakes, during which divers were used. The researchers collected 

samples of animal and plant life at 25 points of the bay. Fish was collected 

as tar as 40 km off shore. The results show that an ecological probler 

exists in Haifa Bay. The shallow water of the bay is more polluted than any 

other shore in Israel. Six types of shore fish were found to have higher 

concentration of mercury than any other fish in other shores. The highest 

concentration was found at the point where the industrial waste clears into 

the bay. As a result of the study, the plants were asked to reduce its 

waste [lowing in the bay. The plants reduced the waste, but the scientists 

say that a large quantity of mercury has already accumulated in the bay. 

The destruction of Israeli shores was reported by A. Arkin and L. Mikhaelsko 

of the Geological Institute. The worst damage was found at the Natanya shore 

near the Four Seasons Hotel. The scientists checked the shore between 
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T WRAP x" 
LDA Oh 

PhO. LY} C! OCEAN POLLUTION BY SEWERS, DUMPS REVIEWED 

ion AL-HAWADITH in Arabic No 1376, 18 Mar 83 pp 90, 91 

Article by Ghassan Barri:_ "The Concern over Pollution Is Adding to the 

Problems of the Lebanese!" 

Text/ One of the most serious concerns facing the Lebanese, with the end of + 

the war, is th problem of pollution, whose magnitude in the skies, on the 

coastlines, and on the streets of Lebanon is growing day by day, spreading its 
poisons everywhere and threatening people's lives and nature with lethal 
plagues and diseases. 

ourse Lebanon is not the only place in the world which is threatened with 
ianger, which comes from industrial development in the major countries 

and man's dominance by the machine. However, Lebanon is assuredly the only 
country in the world which is not trying to limit the size of the threat and 
stay on top of its accumulated burdens. 

oO 
9 

Pollution reaches the Lebanese from Beirut, where there is garbage in the 
streets and on the coastlines, smoke from factories fills the air, smoke from 
ships attacks the sea, and other factors cause pollution. 

Al—HAWADITH spoke with Dr Iftim ‘Akrah, the chairman of the department of the 
environment in the American University, on the subject of the environment and 
environmental pollution after the war. It also talked with the lawyer Shafic 
al-Sarduk, mayor of Beirut, on the same subject and discussed what the muni- 
cipality has and has not done to limit the dangers to come. The first question 
was: 

What are the different types of pollution in Lebanon? 

Iftim 'Akrah: The pollution consists of numerous types. There is air 
pollution, whose source is factories. These did not function during the war; 
as a result, the volume of pollution is slight. 

Automobiles: During the war hundreds of these were burned up and stolen, 
but imports did not stop, and thus the traffic problem is still contributing 
to pollution. The blockages in traffic from Ra's Beirut to Furn al-Shabbak 
sometimes obstruct one's arrival at the desired destination, and this lost 
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time, while motors are running, produces more pollution tnan ordinary automobile 
traffic. Old cars also cause more pollution tnan new ones. The Lebanese 

= ‘onsumer, after tne war, has been very prone to duying used cars. 

ie went on, "Airplan:cs pollute the air over Beirut. Planes taxing off and 
landin’ in the airport cause nervous ailments through noise, in addition to 
the pollution they deposit, in particular over the southern subdu™b — not % 
speak of the fear of emergency landings on the roofs of houses!" 

Ur ‘Axran then looked out the window of his office at the port and saidc, 

"These ships are waiting their turn to enter, and a long wait is in store. 
All during the wait, their smokestacks will be working, and this burning means 
air pollution. Loox at thet material floating on the water. That is debris 
from ships and oil that has been discharged. There is also oil pollution close 
~~ , » =} " 
AO our snorese 

U stion/ Is the island of refuse that has formed on the Normandy dump 

Ift.m 'Akrah: During the events, there was a dump close to the airport. It 
was then moved to aleJinah, after which the refuse that had deen discarded 

was moved to the Normandy dump where the infilling and dumping began hap- 
hazardly, without order. We then called on the Ministry of the Interior to 
deal with this situation; we proposed that it build a protective barrier to 
prevent the garba-e from leaking out into the sea and that dry waste be used 
over the refuse along with an organized fill to get rid of the refuse and 
soak it up, putting a layer of pressed rock on each layer of it. These 

measures would keep the soil from subsiding. Then the last stage would con- 
sist of compressed scil to make it possible to use this island for playgrounds 
and parks. In America they use filled land for golf courses, parks and 
gardens. However, the Ministry of the Interior did not adopt my proposal and 
the disposal of garbage remained as it was, in a state of chaos, until Italian 
engineers came and advised the ministry to use a netw."k, which is whet I 
requested basically, that is, to build a wall of debris. 

Nonetheless, light refuse is eroded by the current in the direc*ion of the 
wll known current from the south to the north. All types of garbage, solid 
or licuid, are eroded off to the north. Contributing to this is the peripheral 
current along the shoreline. In addition, the coast in Juniyah, al-Dawroh and 

Antalyas is polluted, as is wost of the coast in the seaside towns. 

[.uestion/ What has been happening to marine life, especially fish, after the 
study whicn claims that the Lebanese coast is the most polluted in the Medi- 
terranean oasis? 

Iftim 'Akrah: It is true that there has been sea pollution since the war as 
a result of solid wastes, sewers, oils and corpses, in addition to the oil 
refineries in aleZahrani and aleBadawi; however, the density of the sea 
pollution has not reached the danger level. This study was the subject of 
rumors in the Western countries. We have studied the (camidium) in the fish 
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1g ur coast. and have found tnat tne proportior. of this asterial ; 
tair. i. less than that in fish caught in France, [taiy and opein. nis inai- 

the cea pollution along the Lebanese coast is less than it is in 
Irone'y asts. However, there are without a coubdt places that are nor o1- 
vs wnan otherc, such as the sewer outlet, the Normandy dump, t u’bor, or 

i. terminels and refineries. 

nvercely, the pollution rate is small and low on tne Lebanese c t 
, ana irut and oO Tyre and Sidon. The poliution is concentr i 

irut use the wastes are close to the city. 

, ton] dnat is the solution, in your opinion, for getting ric of ¢ da 

“im Axrah: Ther: are three solutions. 

rst, or;anized landfill, as we mentioned, to make use of the lanc. 

omni, incinerators, but there one must take precautions: it is necessary 
repar-+ for these with scientific studies on wind direction and pro:ide suitebl 

ations, because polluted air will create problems and the proce:.s of trans 
rizin, th. waste must not cause traffic jams but must involve short distances, 

rier to save transportation. In addition, the process of separating mater- 

h ofore they are —_— is important, because glass and metal cannot >Durn 
i these account for half the garbage of the city of ceirut. One can recyc. 

>] nd the metal, but there are no plants for that purpose. What wiil 
io with the ashes? How can we get rid of them? We can mix them with oil 
ave roads. In America and Europe the ash is used in a number of inductries. 
waste from ee a ae can be collected and turned into soap. In America 
riments are underway to turn these materials into petroleum products. 

ira, the waste fermentation process. There has been a plant in al-Karantina 
i 175 and the plant is operating now. we sre faced with the problem of 

sing two types: half the volume of the waste consists of paper, cardboard 

fruit rinds, and the rest we must get rid of. 

mented materials are used as fertilizer after being mixed with chemicals, 
tiny, . kilograms per sauare meter every 4 years. when we realize that t 

nt »roauces from 300 to 400 tons a day there will be an obvious surplus in 
rcduction, because the Lebanese farmer is not accustomed to tnese materials, 

inc y are not potent. 

wever, the stockpile of output after fermentation will be lighter than if th 

te is not fermented and, if these materials are put into the ground, no 
mage will occur as it would with unfermented waste. 

J stion/ Does the burning of wastes pose a threat to public health in t: 
ital? 

tim ‘Axrnh: If much plastic is burned, organic gaterials will oe emitt Ds 
and will be released into the air, and that will cause damage to h Ne 



, ? Fr | ’ ? th tah Ic r eat. ad & beebos rein baal ‘-? 
Mm.s'5 nN o a\ wi Un v ic ut ori: ~s* wee ~ S ietees * - ~—-—-— Barck ~ he 

[:tim ‘Agmun: Thic prodD.eB 1S COBing, and 20 1S necessary that stucies be pre= 

red r it so thnt we can benefit from them. Organized fills will be needed 

‘an build playgrounds and parks. On Sundays children are at a loss 
or to play and indeed we find thousands of occasions when taey li 

it on tn rocks close to the military baths, the Riviera curve, or the al-Rushah 

bould:r. nerefore we propose that these lands be filled in close to these 

irsac wsitn rock ana wastes, because we do not know what to do with tne waste 

r- ics no agreement on it between the two sections of the capital. 

f.ues :on/ It is evident that there is no serious pollution so much as there 
is a disruption of the environment in psychological ways, because the inter- 
iction between man and the environment is dynamic. What is the role of civil 
nlivzhtenment and training in this regard? 

Akrah: Unfortunately there is no civil training in this matter, to make 
peopl» feol a responsibility and a need to cooperate in society from childnood. 
louSewives throw garbage out of the windows or entryways, and keep their homes 
lean on tne inside only. Ome should bear in mind that visitors and children 

oring son f this waste into other houses sticking to their shoes! There is 
that the sidewalk and the street belong to the government, and we 

nuve been accustomed to being against everything that belongs to the government 

since the Turkish tines! 

"If wo want to build swimming pools and parks, it would be best that they be 
th, in the dumps and the sewer outlets. It will be necessary to be 

sareful about threwing garbage into the streets without putting it in sacks or 
i because the waste spoils in the streets and gives off bad barrels - . ’ 

odors, and in addition flies proliferate and go into people's houses. In addition, 
rates a an ") th: garoagre and multiply. 

av az with the problem of rats in Beirut as a result of wastes! In the 
he war, poople were afraid of the rats, which carry fleas; where there 

u le and rats, the fleas are transferred to people. There are different 
.ypes of rats living in sewers and swimming in the water, which go out of the 

ers ani into homes, eat, then return to the sewers. Most of the rats in the 

' Beirut are of that type. 

"The second type likes high places, high water pipes for example; they also 
live in pine trees. The rats reproduce as quickly as rabbits. We can kill then 
with poisons, but they grow faster, and during the war years the municipality 

ons not fighting thea." 
) 

sary to turn to the children and enlighten them in the schools, as well as intro= 
ducing environmental and health sciences into the curricula from elementary 
grades up to the university level. We must proceed in this direction as of now, 

'wnlightennent does not work with the present generation! Rather, it is neces= 
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MADAGASCAR 

MARI TIME EROSION OF MORONDAVA PORT DESvURIBED 

Tananarive MADAGASCAR-MATIN in French 23 Mar 83 pp 1,4 

| Text. The following is a summary of the very interesting report submitted 

to the Malagasy Academy last week by Mr Guy Neuvy, lecturer at the EESSA 

University of Madagascar). 

Maritime erosion at Morondava, a Malagasy port on a low and sandy coastline, 

is nothing new, since this city, which was at that time only a fishing vil- 

lage, was destroyed in 1865. But the action of the sea was at that time a 
reversible phenomenon. An erosion phase was followed by a period of sedimen- 

tation which augmented the beach at Morondava. .s 

Now since 1952, following a cyclone which occurred on 14 and 15 March, this 

maritime erosion has appeared to be irreversible, to the point that the city 

ot Morondava is in danger of disappearing. 

lt is obvious that a new factor appeared at that period, or possibly, one 

among all of the factors contributing to the action of the sea upon this 

oast was altered in such proportions that the resulting erosive force there 

definitively upset the balance in the physical environment. 

Only a detailed analysis of the maritime and continental environments, fol- 

lowed by human intervention in this coastal sector, could lead to an explana- 

tion of this new erosion phenomenon. 

1. The Action of the Sea 

The sea level has varied over the course of time from -20 meters 8,000 years 
ago to a level 1.50 meters hig er than that today 3,000 years ago, followed 
by a drop up until about a century ago, since which time a trend toward 

increase again has been noted. 

This slow rise in ocean levels, although not negligible in terms of the 

future, does not suffice to explain the sudden intensity of the forces of 

erosion. 

Currents 

Tides are the cause of currents moving in opposite directions and ebbing and 

flowing in the bays. There is a semidiurnal tide in Morondava showing a ‘ 
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slance in the two daily amplitudes, with that in the evening gen- 

i » t tr nye le 

VOL ante peeds of these tidal currents are: 

.l« meters per second for the rising tide and 0.27 meters per second for 

tne ebb tite, during the austral winter; and 

-0.09 meters per second for the rising tide and 0.25 meters per second for 
the ebb tide, during the austral summer. 

Ihe coastal currents have an average speed of 0.15 meters per second. 

Mius a these currents are two weak to play an active part in maritime 

e Y Ss 1 a 

ror & months ot the year, from April to November, the most frequent swell 

mes trom a west-southwest direction. During the remaining 4 months of the 

year, trom December to March, the swell comes from the northwest. 

1 constant periodic phenomenon which thus cannot alone lie at the 

origin of the erosion phenomenon which has been continuous since 1952. 

is swell is amplified when a cyclone passes. The swell may exceed 4 meters, 

and its effect on the sandy coast is then dangerous. This is a dynamic factor 

in erosion, but not a generating one. The uncertain nature of cyclonic ac- 

tions fails to explain the present continuity of erosion, nor does it clarify 

why this is more intense in Morondava than elsewhere on the Malagasy coast- 

2 The Continental Environment 

[in the tropical sector, the actions of water in the form of rainfall or 

ronotf generally predominate among the erosive forces. Any study of the 

ntinental environment should thus then be linked with a weather study, 

involving rainfall in particular. 

Between 1901] and 1980, the largest annual rainfall figure in Morondava was 

recorded in 1917-18, with a total of 1,682 millimeters. It should be noted 

that the preceding year, 1916-17, ranked sixth, with 1,198 millimeters. The 
iryest vear was 1929-30, with 325 millimeters. 

Te main rivers in the catchment basin dominating the city of Morondava come 

rom the sandstone terrain in Isalo. Thus their beds are very sandy. It is 

his sand which in the past allowed the periodic augmentation of the Morondava 

The flow of the Morondava River varies from 8 cubic meters per second at the aie s 4 

lowest point to more than 5,000 cubic meters per second in the flood period 
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mara i ated about 55 kilometers rom tf ast as t 

t BRO +¢ ter away along the course of the rivert : 

“ 1'or phenomena have an effect on the stability of the astal sector 

ic captures hetween the Kabatomena and Morondava rivers, on Ulye é 

i " the arte i water sheets, on the there 

Moor ’ -Kabatomena Captures 

| ty of Morondava is located at the tip of a delta formed by the tw 

inche t the Morondava River--the Kabatomena, and the northern bran 

illed ¢t Morondava River. In general, one of these two branche 

ints tor almost the whole of the flow. The capture occurs most ftre- 

tly at the tip of the delta, located some 10 kilometers downstream from 

marae 

ey the Kabatomena has the heaviest flow, it carries sand down to the a, 

“ hiring Chee % months of the west-southwest currents, moves i1t toward 

t Morordava beach. In the opposite situation, the continental sand is 

rie! to the north of the city, thus being deposited distant from it during 

“ t » { t hie yt if. 

itter situation contributes to the erosion of the coasc, but it i fa 

‘riodic nature, and still does not explain why the erosive action has become 

ev rs le . 

Artesian Water Sheets 

} subsoil on the Morondava plain is made up of water-bearing strata placed 

r pressure under impermeable layers. This is the reason for the rather 

ent artesian phenomena. In April of 1974, at the end of a very rainy 

a season (1,085 millimeters during the year), the resurgence of sweet water 

Morondava beach at low tide was noted in several places, as well as a 

ear ippage with the rising current, particularly cangerous to suc ,10r 

illations as the monolithic jetties designed to protect the coast. 

April of 1980, after a less rainy wet season (368 millimeters during t 

year this resurgence of sweet water was not noted. 

Mis instance of slippage was certainly one of the causes of the destabdiiiza- 

tion ot the beach and the coast, but it was accidental and probably rare. 

However, we believe that it was the reason for the speedy destruction of the 

North Jetty in the Bethania fairway. Built in 1966, this jetty had already 

heen completed dislodged by 1968. Now the rainfall in 1966-67 and 1967-68 

35 and 929 millimeters respectively, placed these years among the 15 raini- 

est in this century. 

- The Actions of Man 

e the beginning of the century, and more especially in the past 30 years, 

orts with a view to the agr man has made eff ; ; 
cu. t ura | development of ie 



tion of the Dabara filter dam had the ef 

ling t the sand toward the sea. However, it does not 

ely, because of a desanding pool built at the head of the 

+ ivity with the most serious consequences has been the civil! 

ts to the south of the city, in particular the diversion of 

toward the Bethania fairway in 1950 and 1951, with the 

mer opening located at the southern end of the city. 

the delta head. The Hellot Channel, with its opening 

petuated the action of the old branch of the Morondava 

been built. The twice-daily ebb tide currents worked 

tt the dominant west-southwest swell, thus contributing to 

sand on the beach. Since the Hellot fairway no longer 

mn which Morondava stands is naturally doomed to disappear. 

seems that the conjunction of events most unfavorable and 

» the existence of Morondava would be the following: 

storms on the high seas with an exceptional spring tide, and 

west-southwest regime at the end of March, following a 

years, during which the Kabatomena would have had a 

There is a low probability of such a combination of circum- 

not impossible. 
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BRIEFS 

S FOR POLLUTION--Any firm or person who dumps harmful substances on land 

or in Niverian waters would be liable to a minimum fine of 1,000 Naira, if an 

imendment now being proposed to the Federal Environmental Protection Agency is 

a’ "~ * ‘ ab Oy 
oF IGE 

general 

tine is 

tent P| 

Sala 

it wou l< 

9 _oe ir 
pecliny 

istries 

companies to order. Fourteen scientists and representatives o 

of Works, Water Resources, the industry and Nigerian National Petroleum 

by the Senate. In addition, the individual or the corporate body respon- 

‘rr such pollution would be made to rectify the effect of pollution on the 

The Chairman of the Senate Committee on works, Senator Abba Ali, told the 

RIAN last Thursday, that the two amendments were desirable because, a 

fine of 200 Naira was toomeagre for such an offence. “Now, the minimum 

1,000 Naira. It could even be one million Naira, depending on the ex- 

lamage done to life and property, as a result of the pollution”, he 

be difficult in the Rivers State, for example, to call the oil pros- 

the Min- 

Senator Abba Ali explained that if there was no law with stiff penalties, 

l 
¢ 

Corporation would be represented on the governing council of the agency when it 

is set 

being 

up. The House of Representatives in March passed the bill which is now 

considered in the Senate. [Tajudeen Yusuff] [Text] [Kaduna NEW NIGERIAN 
in Fnglish 25 Apr 83 p 16] 

‘SO: 9000/179 
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iN BUSHMANLAND DESCRIBED 

> 

ing RAND DAILY MAIL in English 2 May 83 p 7 

Willem Steenkamp: "Only the Faithful Can Survive") 

wllLLEM VOLLGRAAF, of the farm Bossiekom in the far southern reaches o 

anland, is a hospitable man, and when two dusty strangers from t i 

pectedly at his front gate he invites them inside for a cup of coffee. 

is made with powdered milk... "we had to sell our milk cow,” his wife 
" 

"She was eating too much fodder. 

llnzraatf is no dirt-poor scrabbler. 

aqualand it is not polite to ask a man how much land he owns, but he has 

i solid, well-established farmer for a long time. 

sense Mr Vollgraaff is as much a soldier as a farmer, for he has spent most 

is life -- he is now in his late 60s -- in a never-ending campaign against a 

itless enemy, General Drought. 

ines he has won, sometimes he has lost. And now, after seven years of strug- 

is at the receiving end. 

» is not beaten yet -- he pauses to look out over the scratchy grassless 
is below his house and says simply: “If a farmer doesn't have faith in the 

he can't survive around here. 

et to Mr Vollgraaff's house one leaves the tarred national road at Bitter- 

‘in and then heads roughly east. 

irst the dirt road winds through the foothills of the Kamiesberg. But these 
flatten out and the awesome plains of the Bushmanland begin. 

there are not trees, just low, stunted bushes sprawling away for as far as 

see -- whirling dust-devils dance across the road and disintegrate. 

land seems limitless, with little sign of life beyond the occasional distant 

house or passing Car. 

he Bushmanland is a vast area harbouring few people -- now, in the seventh year 

lrought, inhabitants are fewer than ever before. 
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road stands a neat, whitewashed building, obviously a place of busi- 

it is an older, shabbier stone structure. 

ibanduned. The whitewashed building has been shuttered and locked, 

ider one sags open to the weather. 

wi. tlies out of a garage where the remains of an old donkey-cart 

7 niy sound after the stutter of its wings have died away is the 

reeching and groaning of a loose sheet-metal gutter flapping in the 

e nicks up a tiny chip of willow-pattern plate lying embedded in the hot 

» very name is a contradiction in terms: How can there be such a thing 

t-marsh? But such things are possible in the Bushmanland. 

llpraaff the abandoned buildings at Stofvlei symbolise man's slow re- 
= | 

t ile DU sniman i and . 

he says, ‘there was a farm school there with about 10 children, and 

i little shop with the only telephone around here. 

days all the farms usually had two or three families living on then. 

stand empty. The owners can't make it. From here to Pofadder you can 

before you find farms with people living permanently on them". 

the biggest problems, he says, is that the young people are leaving the 

Bushmanland because the young men can't find wives who are willing to live out 

- .? 

ly, for him, his son Hentie, 41, is an exception -- he has a wife and 

iren and they live next door, just like in the old days. 

rains fall. 

he naturalist-writer-traveller William Charles Scully, engaged in mapping 

trackless plains, described the Bushmanland as being "like an illimit- 
{ of waving corn, the yellow shocks of ‘twa’ grass covering it contin- 

\ousands of square miles. 

ce r 

ass is the Bushmanland's gold. 

is plentiful -- and a laughably small amount of rain will send it shooting 

full glory -- it nurtures a superlative mutton. But when it shrinks away “ae 

tollows, because Bushmanlanders are stock-raisers, not cultivators. 

illimitable fields" have not been seen in the Bushmanland for a long time. 
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Mr Voligraaff muses ~“T 
asec (0 be able W Stand in 
front of my house and see Lhe 

gv 488 almost hide the fences. 
cancing uke ripe wheat and 

now a you see are Little 
Diack Uungs Like mounds of 

~atle-droppungs And that's 
al You just can't believe it 

Even the old people can't 
remember a like thus 

hey talz of | Weill I 
survived i933 ls October 

1932 we had a few thousand 
sheep and when 1933 was 
over we had 360. and many 
peopie who had thousands of 

had even leas left. may- 
be |W or so . : 

He can remember to the 
day when the great wurst 
Marted “On March 13 cus 
year \\ Was seven years since 

Lhe .ast Lire enough rain fell 
Ngt since the last rain feil 

you, but since the last 

good rain — 4mm here an 
omm there is useless. [t just 
makes the ground damp 

Like most farmers be 
painstaking!y records (he 
ammount of rain that falls oo. 

Nr Voll affs figures { graatfs or 
1977 ahow a summer rainfall 

carpe 1978, and a rain- 

tall of 9mm — “and that fin 

recorded 
So far is year one area of 

Bossiekom bas received 

3$mm aad another part 

Imm. and Mr Voligraaff re 

marks “Now what can you co 
~~ 

gg wn bly. Mr Voligraaff 

stall counts his Diessings 

worse”. be says. “With me it's 
not so bad yet” He notes witb 
wonder. “It's a great miracle, 

not one of my. boreholes 

uses it to water a little p 
of quince trees “because 
you've got to have something 

here” 
His vision of a better future 

is a modest one wo 

= 
e4 if BS coe 

ul +7 tee tbs 
as 1 a+ He: 

; 
| E rf f i 43 

capable of supporting one 
sheep to seven Dectares. and 
the rest ome sbeep to nmne 
bectares 

Now however. “my son 
and | have maybe one sheep 
© every i4ha. and we cant 
make it even then I dont 
thing one farmer around here 
keeps the ournber of sheep ne 
i officially ened :o Keer 
And we have to give em 
fodder And so our income 
keeps going down” 

The Voligraaffis once hac 
Merino sbeep. but now they 
run tbe popular Dorper a 
hardy but efficient cross 
breed 

Karakul farming used ‘o be 
popular in the Bushmaniand. 
too, but tbe market price for 
we lovely pelts bas dropped 
below the economuc level 
‘you get RB to R10 a pelt, and 
what good is that” No matter 
what you Go youcan!t maxea 
living out of farming w:th 
karakuls” 

Stay put or leave Those 
are y the only alterna- 
tives for the Bushman. 

He is hanging of Faith s 
tus wellspring 

Faith io tumself as a sutvi- 
vor of droughts. an abiding 
faith in God that makes ta 
pleasure rather (ban a duty ‘o 
drive 140km to Nuwerus on a 
Sunday to attend the morning 
and evening church services 
— and drive back the same 

t 
Yes.” he repeats, “uf a 

farmer ip this region doesn t 
have faith in the Lord he cant 
survive.” 
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5& - OF ICEBERGS TO FIGHT DROUGHT EXAMINED 

/ 

Johannesburg THE STAR in English 29 Apr 83 p 5 

“Article by Stephen McQuillan) 

Gver the next 40 years South Africa will 7 - 

iets become increasingly short of water and 
experts are looking at the possibility of 

tapping the ice of the Antarctic to 

Giant Icebergs from Antarctica may be towed to : 
South Africa within the next 40 years to supple 
ment the country's fresh water supplies. 

But experts have dismissed any suggestion that . 
one of these buge “glass tankers’ could _ 
brought to the country now to ease the drought } 

Government scientists are following overseas 

developments in this field but. as yet, there Tax 

been no serious research in South Africa. 

The iceberg proposal is one of three unconven- 

tiona] methods of obtaining fresh water sbortiist- 

ed by the directorate of water affairs, part of the 

Department of Environmental Affairs. 

The directorate’s manager of scientific ser- 

vices, Mr Will Alexander, said thst one or more of 

the options would have to be introduced during 

the next 40 years. ' 

The cost of towing icebergs now would be too 

high. Mr Alexander said. It would be more eco 

nomuca! to develop existing fresh water supplies. 

“South Africa will run short of water 40 years 

from now Between now and then we will have to 

decide which unconventional scheme we will 

t, be said 
Government was also considering remov- 

ing salt from seawater and increasing rainfall by 

scientific adjustment of weather patterns. There 

Was now active research in these fields, said Mr 
Alezander 

An iceberg about | km long and 500 m high was 
the maximum towabie size Only a ninth was visi- 
bie. the rest was under water 

‘So we would need deep water to bring them 
near the coast. Mr Alexander said 

‘This we haven't got, so they would have to be 
processed on the open sea and that is what drives 
up the cost. 

t icebergs will be 
jocation from where 

“The cost of towing them to South Africa would compete with present fresh water costs. But the Cost of turning them into water and bringing that 
' Water ashore would be very 

“This is not a suitable drought relief 
cause of the cost and because we have no deer 
loped the necessary technology.” 

It would take weeks to tow an iceberg to South 
—— and entail the biggest tow in maritime 

—— 

‘Bergs would travel at than a knot — 04m 

waters. 
Bergs could be harvested from an area about 

2000 km south-west of Cape Town where they 
drift. 

One iceberg would bring about 147000 million 
tons of fresh water and yield 22 percent of the 
Western Cape's water demand by 2000 

Bergs would be anchored about 50 km offshore 
and . With melted fresh water being piped 
ashore. An ideal location would be about 30 km 
re Saldanha Bay where the bergs would last 304 

ys. 
A curtain, 33 m to 66 m deep. would be suspend- 

ed from floats around the bergs which would be 
surrounded by a floating wall 6m above the sea 
to prevent contamination of the fresh. melted 
water around the icebergs. 

The melted ice would float on top of the denser 
ocean water. behind the 6m walls. 

Workers would then saw and blast pieces of the 
berg and the ice slurry would be pumped ashore 
through pipelines. Saldanha Bay’s sait water la- 
goon could become a storage area for the fresh 
water 

SOUTH AFRICA SOUTH - +s ~ 



YSTEM IN JOHANNESBURG BLAMED FOR LOSSES 

2 MAIL in English 30 Apr 83 p l 

“tiie, ; 
iinnie . 

JOHANNESBURG consumers paid at 
least R7-million in the 1981 /82 finan- 
clal year for water which the city coun- 
cil cannot account for. 

This was the shock disclosure of a Rand Daily 
Mail caiculation y based on the amount 
of water bought the Rand Water Board in 
that year and about water losses provided 
by the council week at its mgnthly meeting. 

litres of water from the 
Rand Water Board at a 
cost of about R28 500 000 
According to official fig- 
ures provided by the Jo- 
hannesburg City Engin- 
eers Department 25.8% 
of that water was techni- 

cally lost and cannot be 

accounted for 

| naccounted water is 

the official term that the 

counc:l ases for water which 
s lost through leaks in water 
mains and defective water 
meters and the use of unme 
tere’ water by various coun 
il departments 

Water used by the Fire Ve 
partment. for instance, is not 
metered as well as the water 
used for washing streets and 
pavernents Since the intro 
doctron of the first water re 
strictions this year the coun- 
cil has stopped washing 
streets and pavements 

The ammount paid by con 
summers for the water in 
19| *2 was probebiy more 
than R77 m:llhon because the 

figure was calculated ac 
cord: to tariffs paid by the 

pte m Unat year to the 

RWR (12 74 and 14.86c a KS 

In 1981/82 the council purchased 215 845-million 

while consumer rates are a!- 
most double these 

A senior official of the City 
yes- 

te Hy 428 3 

| i | ih Hi ! 
i 

said this 

figure was comparable to 
water losses in other towns 

and cities in South Africa and 

40 

But information released 
at this week's city council! 
meeting showed that the 
council failed to respond to 
high water loss precentages 
over the three years. In 
1979 /80 joss was 19.4% 
and in 1980/81 19.6% 

It was only this year after 
the release of the City Engin- 
eer's Department's annual 
report for 1981/62 which 
put that year's loss at 25.8% 
~ that the council eventually 
took action 

The management commit 
tee earlier this month 
prompted by the severe 
drought and the startling wa 
ter loss statistics — oy sage 
ed >y voting Ri 500 000 for an 

programme to 
replace corroded water 
mains and ve water 

June 

The abnormally high inci 
dence of water main bursts 

was because many were 50 
years old and could no longer 

sure. the council said 



BRIEFS 

(TANKER WATER FOR KOWIE -- Port Alfred's water reservoir, the Mansfield Dam, is 

iow all out empty. It is understood that the town council plans to ask Port Eli- 

zabeth and Grahamstown to assist in supplying the town with water by tanker unless 

i substantial amount of rain falls in the next few days. The town clerk, Mr 

Chapman, reported that less than a half a metre of water remained in the 

uunt of water flowing from the two boreholes that had been feeding 
the dam was now too small to affect the dam's water-level. Port Alfred's only 

{ water at the moment is the new dunewater pumping station on East Bank. 

However, water is now flowing from the dune pump at less than one-third of its 

original rate. A second dune pump is due to begin working today. The town 

will take up the problem of Port Alfred's dwindling water supply at its 

ast London DAILY DISPATCH in English 28 Apr 83 p 1. 

5am. Ane am 

mrmiwy 

Pre +7 

‘ JUNE l l 

meeting tomorrow. Text | 

WATER SAVING TARGET -- Durban has reached its target of 50% saving on water. 

esterday the deputy city engineer, Mr Reg Hendry, said authorities were pleased 
ind surprised the saving had come about so soon -- in the first week of rationing. 
"This is big news, we are very happy with the position,” he said. Mr Hendry said 

' a day quota applied to all legal dwelling units in which seven or 
less people resided. Increased quotas would be considered where more than seven 
people stayed in a single dwelling, and where more than one unit was served by a 

Single meter. Special cases included authorised building operations and medical 
needs requiring extra water. Durban's municipal pools will close today for at 

least five months in a bid to save 3 300 O000/ of water. At an emergency meeting, 

the City Council unanimously agreed to close and cover pools to stop evaporation. 
vering water from pools was not yet an option being considered by local 

authorities in the Rand Water Board supply area, reports JEANETTE MINNIE. A Jo- 
.annesburg council spokesman said municipal pools on the Reef and in the Trans- 
vaal generally had already closed for winter. A Rand Water Board spokesman con- 
firmed that closing pools was not yet being considered. (Text | Johannesburg 
RAND DAILY MAIL in English 5 May 83 p 7 - 

. ' ; 
Durban s «V0 

Rec 

BLACK FARMERS HURT -- ABOUT half-a-million blacks -- 50,000 farm workers and 

their dependents -- would be forced to evacuate farms because of the drought. 
This is the alarming finding of a study made by the National Maize Producers Or- 

ganisation (Nampo) in the worst affected drought areas. Nampo's economist, Dr 
Kit le Clus, said the average extended black family in farms totalled 10. "Tiere 

is just no work for the 50,000 farm labourers who have had to be retrenched be- 

cause of the drought. "Most of them, with their big families will trek to the 
irban areas in search of work and housing." Dr Le Clus said in spite of the 

Government's drought aid plan there would still be hundreds of farmers who would 
have to quit their farms. "These are the ones at the end of their tether. Their 

resources are exhausted. They are unable to find the funds needed to keep them 

on their farms and to plant next summer's crops." Nampo has advised mealie far- 
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SWEDISH RIGS TO BOOST HUNT FOR WATER 

Harare THE HERALD in English 29 Apr 83 p 3 

[Text] Drills operated by the Ministry of Water Resources and Development 

ind private contractors are unable to cope with demand for more water supplies 

in Zimbabwe, the minister, Cde Cephas Msipa, said yesterday. 

speaking at a presentation ceremony of four drill rigs in Harare yesterday, 

he said: "The delivery and deployment of these rigs into the field has 

ome at an opportune time. There is an urgent demand to develop new under- 

ground supplies to supplement the meagre existing water supplies if we are 

to avoid a catastrophic situation. 

‘wo of the drills were sent to Matabeleland South and the remaining two would 

be in Masenbura to drill seven boreholes and would then go to Buhers The 
a 

drills would account for one borehole a day. 

The drills are part of the Zimcord pledge by Sweden, but “four rigs are not 

enough for the enormous need for drilling in Zimbabwe", the Swedish Ambassa- 

lor to Zimbabwe, Mr Bo Heineback, said. 

The drills worth $600 000 would be operated by Zimbabweans who went through 

a two-month training course with two Swedish drill-rig specialists. 

The managing director of Frexpro Trading (Pvt.) Ltd, Mr Tony Baker, said 

his company would set up a drilling school for the SADCC region. The two 

irill-rig specialists trained nine people from Mashonaland and Matabele- 

land. Cde Msipa said the Swedish rigs could drill boreholes at about five 

to six times the rate at which the older percussion rigs could. 

SO: 5000/176 

$3 



ZIMBABWE 

BRIEFS 

WHEAT CROP--A severe shortage of wheat and bread during the 1984/ 

» period 1s been forecast by the Minister of Agriculture, Senator Denis 

r in. The minister said in an interview that to meet the country's total 

read requirements for 1984/85 farmers would have to produce 52 000 ha of 

eat. But we have estimated that the present water shortage throughout 

the country will restrict us to producing only 20 000 ha of wheat, with a 
resultant severe shortage of bread during that period,” Senator Norman said. 

The Government's producer price of $220 a tonne for the coming season would 

give wheat producers the same return on each dollar invested as in the pre- 

vious year. "This has been done in an effort to induce farmers to maximise 

their existing water supplies for wheat production,” Senator Norman said. 
He emphasised there was no immediate shortage of either wheat or flour. The 

present light rains falling over much of the country would not be welcomed 

ova bean farmers who were harvesting their crops, but would help cotton 

farmers and be warmly welcomed by everyone with livestock, the minister 

udded. [Text] [Harare THE HERALD in English 29 Apr 83 p 11] 



USSR 

LOCAL SOVIETS FAULTED FOR INADEQUATE ATTENTION TO ENVIRONMENT 

Moscow IZVESTIYA in Russian 28 Apr 83 p 1 

(Article: "The Soviets and the Protection of Nature'’] 

[Text] Several years ago when there was nationwide discussion of the drafts 

of laws concerning the protection of the atmosphere and protection and utili- 

zation of the animal world, among the thousands of letters with suggestions 

that came into the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet there was one writ- 

ten in a child's handwriting. The author complained that the forest around 

his home village of Bogoroditsk in Tula Oblast was empty, and previously 

there were many squirrels, foxes and other animals there. "I wish," con- 
cluded the author, "that the adults wouid quickly enact the law that pro- 

tects animals and birds." This was written by a third-grade student, Sasha 
Pimenovskiy. It is very symbolic that the schoolchild turned precisely to 

the Supreme Soviet. 

Yes, in our country the condition of nature is a subject of concern of the 

soviets of people's deputies of all levels. And this is a guarantee that not 
only we, but also subsequent generations will be able to enjoy the riches of 

nature--our children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren, those who to- 
day are only in the first grades of school. Concern for nature has become 
a constitutional duty of the citizens of the Country of the Soviets. 

It is known that the local soviet is the master in its territory, and the 

protection of nature and the utilization of natural resources especially re- 

quire an owner's attitude, an owner's concern. And in places where the sovi- 
ets of people's deputies display initiative and skillfully take advantage of 

the great rights and opportunities that are granted to them, the environment 

gives people health, material resources and aesthetic enjoyment. 

Work for the protection of nature has been arranged well in the Ignalinskiy 

Rayon in the Lithuanian SSR. The ispolkom of the rayon soviet at its meet- 

ings regularly considers questions of environmental protection activity and 

hears reports from economic managers. Contact between the deputies and social 

organizations have been efficiently arranged. 
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ind re slamatiton is being carried out at rapid rates in the rayon. Recently, 

{nm order to protect the soil from erosion, more than 2,000 hectares of hilly 

land have been planted in alfalfa, and crop pastures have been created on 

large territorfes. On the initiative of the deputies, measures are being 

ken to plant yreenery on sandy areas, ravines and slopes that are not being 

ised tor agriculture. A good deal is being done in order for the population 

to participate in all environmental protection measures so that environmental 

protection will be the concern of each and every individual. 

Many local soviets have accumulated a large amount of experience in success- 

fully expanding sanitary protection zones, organizing efficient control over 

Ylanning and construction of new production facilities, and correctly opera- 

ring 2as and dust removal installations and water purification installations. 

This experience is worthy of generalization and the most extensive dissemi- 

nation. 

The permanent commission for the protection of nature of the Leningrad Oblast 

soviet of people's deputies heard a report on the implementation of environ- 

mental protection measures in Luzhskiy Rayon. The practice of the Luga city 

ouncil in the matter of fighting against pollution of the atmosphere was 

rated highly. Until recently in the majority of enterprises and industries 

ot the ravon, for various reasons purification installations were either not 
yperating or were not operating at full capacity. The staffs were inade- 

quate, the service and repair of the purification installations were not car- 
ried out in a planned way, and there were no elementary plans for underground 

tacilities. The managers were taken to task and fined, but the matter was im- 

proving slowly. 

But then at a meeting of the ispolkom and later at a session of the soviet an 
interesting idea was discussed: what if all purification installations, boil- 

ers, water collection wells and residential buildings were transferred to the 

books of the corresponding services of the Gorispolkom? This idea was soon 

given the "green light." It was necessary to inventory all the businesses 
completely, to establish limits, to reorganize services, to revise staffs 

ind so forth. Soon the results of this organizational activity could be 

seen--under the control of specialists and in the hands of a single manager, 

ill engineering networks were functioning well, the sovkhozes were provided 

with high-quality biological purification of wastes, current repair was ar- 

ranged, and there was planned preventive maintenance of the purification in- 

stallations. Everybody won--the overall cause, the people and nature. 

Unfortunately not always and not everywhere did the local soviets use all of 

their authority in their relations with businessmen who do not observe envi- 

ronmental protection legislation. In spite of the fact that at meetings of 

the ispolkom of the Kumertau city soviet they have repeatedly discussed ques- 

tions of violation of the utilization of nature on the part of the Kumertau- 

stroy (USSR Ministry of Industrial Construction) and the Bashkirugol' associa- 

tion of the Bashkirrazrezstroy trust (USSR Ministry of the Coal Industry), 

until quite recently these enterprises did not concern themselves with the 
law. These trusts regularly failed to assimilate the funds allotted for the 
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t7 ition installati because of thi re ch 

ters of Industrial wastes were discharged into the rive 

~ t mur ldl mlon. Plans for restoration »f land rnat was INa Re C min- 

r re not tultilled. Only intervention by the higher acministrative 

wie {tf ssible to get started on the construction environmenta! 

riot ae | tacflities in the zone of the Bashkir cit tf Kumertau 

LOW that the zovernment has ad ypted a numoer decrees ncerm! 

t rom pollution ot rivers that run into the Black, Azcv, Balti 

i im Seas. A vood deal has been fjone, but the problem is not being 

energetically enough. The discharge of polluted water into the atore- 

nent ed sins is continuing even today. Enterprises of a whole number 

ranches of industry are guilty of this, above all, of the USSR Ministr 

Nonferr Metallurgy, Ministry of the Chemical Industrv, Minist: f Power 

tritication, Ministry of the Fertilizer Industry, and the Ministry of 

{ Automotive Industry. These ministries do not displav the proper concern 

r tt struction of water purification installations and the introduction 

r led water utilization. From year to year they tail t ssimilate the 

s allotted for these purposes. 

i viets ot the aforementioned regions are adopting numerous decisions, 

sivnals a sounding the alarm, but, as practice shows, these measures 

ire {mnadequate. In specta!l cases the councils should apparently utilize more 

: e the right granted to them to change over to special conditions and 

en halt the operation of enterprises, means of transportation and institu- 

tions that pollute the air and water basins and violate rules of the utili- 

ration of nature. 

is still a lot to do for tmproving the protection ot nature. The mor 

ple who are imbued with a sense of personal responsibility tor this work, 

the etter it will go. Let the ranks of the organizations of the society for 

e protection of nature grow, let the work for sanitary, hunting and other 

spection teams improve, for it {is their responsibility to demand strict ob- 

Servance otf the laws and provisions concerning the protection of nature and 

t tilization of its resources. And let all these noble and various ef- 

rts be headed by the local soviet--the true masters on their territorv: 

SIN00/14 
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NV TRONMENTAL PROBLEMS IN LITHUANLA 

-il'nius SOMMUNIST in Russian No 2, Feb 83 pp 61-64 

Article by Leonardas Kayryukshtis, academic secretary, Division of Chemistry 

and Biolowical Sciences, Lithuanian SSR Academy of Sciences, chairman, 

Lithuanian National Committee of the International Program "Man and the Bio- 
’ 

spher eC 

[Text] Scientific and technical progress has given rise to one of the most 

important problems--the protection of the environment. Side by side with 

gue stions of peace, problems of foodstuffs and power engineering, tasks of 

the tundamental and preservation of the environment have become urgent. 

[he processes occurring in nature, in spite of their universal character, 

ire always manifested in a specific place, and their consequences above all 
ind most of all concern the conditions of existence of people and everything 

living in the locality. Therefore the solution of questions of the protec- 

tion ot nature to an identical degree concerns all links of the existence of 
people, starting from the individual person, family or socio-ethnic comnuni- 

ty, the population of a separate state and ending with all mankind. Therefore 
the United Nations Organization, as is well known, has declared 5 June to be 
World Day of Environmental Protection. A “world strategy of nature protec- 

tion,’ which calls upon all peoples and states to oppose harmful effects on 
the biosphere, has been developed. 

In the Soviet Union concern about the environment has long constituted a 

part of the state policy. It is fixed in the Constitution. Much is actually 4 

done. The example of our republic also testifies to this. In Lithuania 
1 strict system of nature protection has been created. The work of the 
Lithuanian SSR State Committee for the Protection of Nature is effective. 
\ large number of decrees and government orders limiting activity doing harm 

to nature have been published. In the republic 174 reservationss have been 
set aside tor various purposes by special laws and a position has been worked 
up on their good order and management. In the republic there are three 

reservations and a national and state park. Under the protection of the 
state there are 194 parks and 257 old trees. In the Red Book of the Lithuanian a 

SSR are entered 30 species of plants and 42 species of animals. The total 

area ot protected forbidden places amounts to 4.4 percent of all the territory 
of the republic. An additional 14 percent of the territory is occupied by 
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| nsport communications, that is, it permits creating a strong 
‘ ‘ : 

wi tw tor increasing the material, cultural and social well-being 

le 

adit ional triving to preserve nature in its earliest form can be a 

LK the path of development of production. It is worth recalling the 

gument iused by the cultivation of fields or by the enlarging of settle- 

ents. istead ot establishing anti-erosion, water-conserving plantings, 

groves and bushes in the internal structure of large t ields, 

ind in essence truitless arguments have been held on the fate of 

idual trees in the tields. Biologically their fate is predetermined, 

he after the other, sooner or later they will wither. But what is sad is 

Vis: liscussion causes one to forget the good system of agricultural 

lantin, ‘eveloped by geographers, toresters, botanists and ornithologists 

tie Academy of Sciences and departmental institutes, the application of 

wh i in agricultural landscaping would permit to considerably stabilize 

the newsative processes ot soil erosion and contamination of waters, and 

| it the sime time, set no additional obstacles in the path of the development 

inhi, mechanized industrial agriculture. A similar situation also formed 

t tie nstruction ot industrial objects and roads. 

| 

| sclety, as a rule, everything is done according to plan. But it is 

necesSsiry to overcome negative phenomena caused by branch administration, when 

the separation of certain departments and planning organizations from the 

real environment in the field and striving to solve only their own problems 

ire telt all the more. It is necessary to decisively and everywhere bring 
the use ' natural resources into accord with the requirements of ecology and 

revelop and propagandize wasteless production. These problems must be 
lived by starting, not only from the need of any single department, but 

omplexlyv, being guided by the methods of systems analysis, taking into 
nsideration the plans of socio-economic development of a specific region 

ind the entire republic as a single open ecological system. 

this work science must play a considerable role. Much as been done, as 
liread entioned. The biological institute of the Academy of Sciences alone 
nual ievelop several tens of themes on questions of preserving nature and 

e ett tcient use of natural resources. However, it is necessary to self- 

) acknowledge that the natural sciences have delayed too long at the 
rossroads of large transformations of the republic's landscape, have insuf- 

ijently analyzed phenomena occurring in nature. The enormous resource of 

Knowledge accumulated by individual scientists is poorly used for the integral 

solution t problems of the future. 

itication of the efforts of scientists of the Academy of Science, depart- 
mental institutes and institutions of higher education has contributed to 

in intensive development of the program "Man and the Biosphere." In contrast 
to the process of multi-lateral effect of man on nature and the destruction of 

natural svstems by the elements the alternative is: the optimum use of natural 

resources with simultaneous purposeful development of the environment. A 
general system of models is being developed which on a territorial basis will 
sermit optimizing the development and specialization of the main branches of 
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rest inting must be increased to 33 percent of the total area. r that 

iti Coe st t ise lands unsuitable for other purposes, abandoned 

Ware ie , wf —_ und als ‘Ounter-er osion protect ive piant ings in jJocalitie 

. mut rests, along main highways and around reservoirs and industria 

sles. maintain a table level of moisture, Swamps and the interior ; 

ervol! ust in the future occupy at least 5-6 percent of the land. ine 

i » territorv--about 7 percent--is subject to inevitable urbanization. 

Multi-purpose preserves, national and natural parks, recreational and sanitar: 

territories in accordance with their specifics will be mainly in forested, 

sl it ic ind at sand dunes and lakes. Those places border both 

mwricultural at in territories, and this makes it necessary to create 
, 

ite butter territories and specific conditions tor managing ther. 

re ryvanization of the economy in specific territories mst he 

. - ~ t not onl: 1 the distinctive teatures of the soils and climat 

tC als n the functional purpose of the landscape. Thus the torest econot 

iree territories is already specialized in the growing of incustrial 

. ins rests) and the preservation of soils and reservoirs 

meroprel tive torests). Large sections of torests are set asice 101 

t aMation, t tie eed t recreation ind healt! (recreation il rorests), tiie 

seervatl f the genetic pool of tlora and tauna (?orest preserves), ‘ot 

tud me tauna and the needs of sport hunting (recreational huntin; 

aur r all these sectors of the economy standard models and sectors 

t ‘ , seve ioped. if ais necessary C carefully use mineral fertilizers 

i t des. 

\ the contrary, near large cities, in zones of strong contamination 

istrial waste ind along main transport highways the kolkhozes and sovkhoze 

t raise, not foodstufts or vegetables, but industrial crops and tlowers. 

ivisiot t territories into zones in accordance with purposes and 

tation tf the economic regime relate also to large-scale industry anc t 

peeve t t of individual cities. 

the future, when the development of a general svstem of models of optimum 

f natural rea@ources and formation of the environment wiil be mpleted, 

ins wil e compiled for the preservation of nature in the republic at 

rritoric wil e distributed according to tunctional purposes, 

torv eftect ature used by branch administrations can be avoided. 
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ur philosophers and sociologists, studying the 

ind society, must devote more attention to the 

and the environment. In the contemporary stage 

--and all the more sw in the future--the contrad ic 

lective, the elementary population, of the 

group and the environment can be very sharp. 

imd nature are a matter not only of natural scien- 

US. It is precisely we who manage the technology, 

S, approve laws and rules. Theretore conscious 

spirit of constructive ideas of the tornation and 

al environment is an important factor, a means of 

jumanity, contributing to the revelation otf the 

ies of nature. Our general goal is to have the 

much benefit and jov as possible. 

SK KP Litva, Vil'nius, 1983 
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NTROL OF AUTO POLLUTION IN AZERBAIJAN, ARMENIA 

Azerbaijan Auto Exhaust 

aku VYSHKA in ki ian 2 Apr 83 p 2 

\rticle by Azerinform: "Operation ‘Clean Air‘"] 

ext] From 10 to 30 April, in Baku, Kirovabad, Sumgant and other cities 

the republic, operation “Clean Air" is being conducted, the purpose of which 

tivation of work on monitoring the protection of the environment 

iwainst contamination by harmful components of exhaust gases of motor- 

vehicle engines. logether with staff members of th2 State Automobile Inspec- 

tion and a number of corresponding republican departments and organizations, 

collectives of motor-vehicle transport enterprises and owners of individual 

automobiles will participate in it. 

ro —_ - 

tverywhere meetings of the driver staff and the engineering and technical 

personnel of truck fleets are being held and tests are being conducted of the 

technical condition of the motor vehicles. All motor-vehicle repair enter- 

prises and technical servicing stations will be monitored to enhance their 

role in the struggle to prevent contamination of the environment. 

he operation of motor vehicles with high contents of carbon monoxide and 

oke content of exhaust gases will be forbidden prior to elimination of 

revealed shortcomings. Measures specif ied by the authorities will be 

applied to violators. 

lt is planned to review working conditions of traffic lights and on the whole 

plat for the organization of traffic to reduce the delays of transport whic! 

1use increased discharge of toxic components into the atmosphere. Jointly 

with road and public organs, it is planned to inspect streets and roads, 

especially on main traffic routes of public transportation, with their sub- 

sequent repair. Agitation and propaganda work is being intensified on protec- 

tion of the environment. 
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Penalties in Armenia 

MMUN ISI lian . lan 83 p «4 

ryan, militia captain, chief t the State Automobile Inspec- 
. . . wt © i * a | ’ 7? 

ction roup, citv of ierevan: n ravor of lean Air 

i wintry, frosty day. The air is fresh and clean. How lightly 

ne breatii inywhere in the park or on the outskirts of the city. 

alomy streets, stand a little while at stopping places and 

trom exhaust pipes will throttle one’s breathing or be blasted by 

tail of smoot extending behind the busses. 

serious concern is caused by motor vehicles with diesel engines 

erated with a high content of exhaust. There is an especially 

r ot such motor vehicles in systems of the ministries of motor 

nsport, trade and education, and the Motor Transport Company 

» which do not take appropriate measures to reduce the carbon 

ntent ot exhaust gases. 

individual use are also operated with excessively high 

exhaust gases. Drivers of such vehicles often use gasoline of a 

secs i OT 

orand instead of the prescribed brand, or one of lower quality. 

have been trequently noted as a result of recent inspection of 

les VAZ 2102 under the number A 02-84 AD (driver, A. Ambartsuman), 

inder the number A 16-94 AD (driver, A. Avakyan), VAZ 2101 under 

26~8 ADP (driver A. Avakyan), VAZ 21011 under the number 90-70 
. V. Avetisvan), and many others. 

ce with Order of the Presidium of the USSR Council of Ministers > 

‘pr il 1982, "On administrative responsibility for violation of 

on protection of the atmospheric air,” it is established that 

uilty of releasing into operation motor vehicles whose content of ‘ ‘ 

in discharges and noise level produced during their operation 

established norms are warned or fined up to 100 rubles. During 

tf motor-vehicle transport and other means of transportation and 

‘n in which the content of contaminants in dischar es and also the 

exceed the established norms, citizens are subject to a warning 

\ of up to 50 rubles. 



ALININGRAD AREA HURRICANE DAMAGE ASSESSED 

v w SOVFTSKAYA ROSSTYA in Russian 16 Feb 83 p 6 

Text] I was told the radio reported that during the 

recent hurr ine in Kaliningrad Oblast the sea supposedlv 

merged with the gulf, tlooding the remarkable sandy spit. 

Is it possible that that miraculous corner of nature has 

been irretrievably lost? 

A. Semenov, “foscow 

asked the first deputy chairman of the Kaliningrad 

Verbitskyv to reply to this letter. Here is what he reported: 

is January the inhabitants of Kaliningrad were actually forced to live through 

the difficult days of struggle with the raging elements. Its impact was felt 

throughout, but the greatest blow struck the coast of the Baltic Sea, including 

t urshse 91t. 

4s early as 17 January the weather forecasters warned that a hurricane was ap- 

ching from the central part of the Atlantic Ocean. But the fact that in 

fact it occurred on the following day exceeded all expectations. 

The situation which developed was greatiy complicated by the fact that the hur- 

ricane, as the weather forecasters had predicted, struck at night. The wind 

ed up to 44-45 meters per second; it began to drive a large wave from the 

In the coastal region the water level was raised 1.5 meters, and at the 

itt f the Pregolva river, still higher. 

Kaliningrad the low-lving parts of the city were flooded, and the flood cut 
*>) ff individual regions and led to the shutting down of 14 plants. Since the 

second shift was workine in those hours, it was necessary to organize the trans- 

port of people from flooded regions quickly. On a number of highwavs the move- 

ment of municipal transport was halted, and the marine and fishing ports proved 

to be in difficult situations, where cranes were halted and all work was done 

manuallv, literally knee-deep in water; difficulties also arose in railroad 

transport. The oblast committee of the party in those alarming hours mobilized 

111 its forces to combat the elements. 

In all the ravispolkoms and raykoms of the party, the oblispolkom and the oblast 

partv committee round-the-clock dutv was organized, and a connection was estab- 
* > lished with all the enterprises. It was necessary to act very rapidly, as th 



wecessitated additional emergency easures. inis er 

tt git! sta » the onslaught of the elements, preventing damape to the 

t t millions of rubles. But the hurricane inflicted much dan- 

t the agriculture of the last, where a it & ercent r tne 

Ssurrterecdc. 

ted that normal life in the city was halted only during the hours 

wt fe WOK Ww heing done. For a certain time it was necessary t ntrol 

mMewhaic Chie 7 . of gas, as the gas plant was in the flooded zone. The west- 

ern t wet int of the city, which in the main supplies housenold elec- 

tr fev, {| led, and therefore for a certain time there was no electricity 

regions. But in the following days the electric power supply 

; ixeries and milk enterprises had already been restored. 

ents also developed somewhat alarmingly. Powerful waves started 

wa a ea reinforcement structures in tne regions of resort cities: 

t rsx and Zelenogradsk and the Kurshsk spit. The oblast staif ¢t ombat 

nt a column of machines to deliver materials to those places to 

t structures. To a detinite degree this permitted restraining 

water and defending a considerable part of the coast and its struc- 

Sow IT wil well on the Kurshsk spit, the fate of which agitates the author of 

tter [It must be said at once that the spit exists and that excellent 

t nature will continue to please people in the future. As for a re- 

the radio, it is connected with the following circumstance. 

rotect the spit, and above all the lead, forward dune, which was 

reate ere bv the hands of man. These are enormous embankments of sand along 

tire extent f the it. 

nz the irricane that coastal embankment under the effects of water and wind 

t fiminish, but fulfilled its role. However, before the consequences 

e tirst onslaught of the elements had been eliminated, on the second half 

muary a fierce storm again developed on the Baltic. At the juncture of 

ind the mainland part of the coast a break was formed in the leading 

‘ the water began to reach the main part of the spit and, creating a lake 

fed the Kaliningrad-Klayped road. Part of the water which had burst 

small rivulet was connected with the gulf. 

rt e situation on the spit lasted about a day half. Equipment was 

, t the point of breakthrough: washouts were st ip by bags of sand 

ther materials. Our detachment of engineering pi ion administration 

iS at work nstantly here; it helped the local population of the city of 

pradsk. In a day and a half that gap was eliminated. 

threatening situation also formed in another part of the spit, at the settle- 

ment of Lesnove. Two-thirds of the leading dune had already been washed away 

the sea, and destruction of the remaining part of it was noted. If that had 

irred,the water would have had access to the region of the settlement. But 

ere ft the ine was successfully defended and the washout stopped up. 
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AKI [TREMORS REPORTED 

Azerbaijan Suffers Quake 

347 Moscow TASS in English 0826 GMT 2 Apr 83 

TASS--An earthquake occurred at 5.33 local time, Apri ~~» 

iet Azerbaijan today. The quake's epicentre was 15 
south-west of the town of Lerik. The magnitude of the earth- 

rik reached five points and in Lenkoran and Astara was four 

ere is no loss of lite or destruction. 

Earthquake in Turkmen SSR 

180847 Moscow TASS in English 1250 GMT 18 Apr 83 

ext \shkhabad soviet Central Asia), April 18, TASS--Seismic stations 

the Academy of Sciences of the Turkmenian Soviet Socialist Republic have 

arthquake at 5 hours 25 minutes Moscow time today. The s t . in e« 

strengt the tremor in the epicentre, which was in the area of the Kun 

ig settlement, reached 5-6 points. The earth tremor of 4.5-5 points was 

t ; time in Kun Dag where a series of tremors were registered a month 

, here were n lestructions. 

Earth Tremor Hits Kamchatka 

109 scow TASS in English 0848 GMT 5 Apr 83 

ext etropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, April 5, TASS~-An earth tremor measuring 

ee ints was felt today morning in the regional centre of Kamchatka 

ind near settlements. The epicentre of the quake was registered by a 

mic station to be 90 kilometres away from Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky in 

Avacha Bav where the shock measured 5.5 points. 
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LENINGRAD FLOOD BARRIER TO START NEXT YEAR 

PM191011 Moscow SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA INDUSTRIYA in Russian 18 May 83 p 4 

.l. Konstantinova Report: "Holding Back the Baltic's Waters"] 

[Text] As we know, it has been decided to build a 25 km protective barrier in the Gulf 

of Finland to protect Leningrad from flooding. It will link Lomonosov with Gorskaya 

by way of Kotlin Island, where Kronshtadt is located. The barrier is setting engineers 
and designers quite a few very difficult tasks. One of the most complex tasks is the 

construction of a facility to allow shipping to pass and an 8 km underground or, rather, 

underwater highway in the area where the Maritime Canal runs -- the natural shipping 
channel, created by nature itself. The scale of the work is absolutely unprecedented. 

Imagine five soccer fields. That is the size of the 1 km square of seabed which 
must be screened off from the sea to isolate a work site for the construction of a kind 
of lockgate for shipping and an underwater highway. 

At first the problem was tackled by specialists from the S. Ya. Zhuk Lengidroproyekt 
Tt was tackled in the traditional way. You have to drive steel piles into 

the seabed, they suggested. What other way is there? After all, that is how the water 
is "held back" when repairing the Moyka or Fontanka Canal embankments. You just build 
a wall about 200-300 meters long, as a rule -- no more than that -- and the water 

in Leningrad's canals is usually so calm that its surface is like a mirror. 

Institute. 

The gulf is another matter. At shallow depths here you can indeed get by with the old 

method of driving piles. But at a depth of 8-10 meters, they simply will not stand 

up to it. Furthermore, you can only work in the open sea when it is completely 
calm. With waves measuring more than two points, the safety equipment provides no 

guarantees and simply prevents all work. And if you consult the weather charts, 
you will see that the Gulf of Finland is calm, at most, 60 times a year. It is the 

case quite literally that you always have to wait for good weather by the sea. 

After lengthy discussions, the Lengidroproyekt specialists came to the conclusion 

that it was necessary to erect a so-called modular dam [yacheistaya peremychka]} -- by 
making large rings 15 meters in diameter formed of steel piles and filling them 
with sand. On the Lengidroproyekt Institute's instructions, specialists from the 

Fundamentproyekt Institute even developed a technique for building a modular dam. 

"But then we began wondering," A.M. Rukavtsov, the institute's chief specialist, 
recalls, "where we could get so much equipment, manpower and metal -- about 9,000 
tons! We began to look for another way out of the situation. Finally the following 
solution was suggested: stand a solid row of 60 steel cylinders 15 meters 
in diameter and up to 16 meters high -- the size of a five-story apartment building 

on the seabed and fill them with sand. ‘Containers' like that, the calculations 

show, will withstand any pressure of water, any storm." 
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The following original solution makes the construction of the dam extremely simple -- 

the steel cylinder is welded with a single seam onshore and a pontoon crane is lowered 

to the bottom -—- which does not take long, incidentally. Furthermore, this method 

‘f construction makes it possible to save a lot of steel — 3,500 tons, according 

to the most modest estimates. Whenthe first two steel cylinders are completed in 

September, they will be installed on the bed of the gulf for practical testing. 

The main work in the construction of the 900-meter section of the dam will begin 
next year. 
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STUDYING VARTATIONS IN LEVEL 

ihe Caspian Sea the largest inland 
sea the world, has been living at 

a chythm of changes thus far unclear 
us The sea had been lowering its 

level for the last 400 years but quite 
suddenly started to raise it five years 

azo =6olf we consider that one year 
before that the Caspian Sea was at its 
lowest level for the historically 

known period, the mistrust towards 
this sharp change becomes under- 
standable How long will the new 
process last? Will it be followed by 
a new lowering? Can it be just an 
incidental, short jump in the level? 

This happened before, not so long 
AzO 

These are not just questions for 
questions sake The Caspian shore is 
densely populated The rising level 
means rising subsoil saltwater, deadly 
to vegetation. corroding long-estab- 
lished underground communication 

lines and foundations, and forcing 
restructuring of the sea gas- and oil- 
rigs There are also other innu- 
merable damages 

Permanent instrument observation 
of the Caspian Sea level has been 
onducted since the 1830s. All 
throughout the period, the sea's level 
has been greatly oscillating, dropping 
is much as 35 metres by 1967 This 
was seemingly followed by a stabiliza- 
tion. while small lowerings were 
taking place just the same Asa result, 
by 1977 the seas level was 29 metres 
below that of the World Ocean 

It was expected that the lowering 

trend would prevail over the next 
century. perhaps even two. More 
“exact” calculations were attempted, 

too For example, it was expected that 
by 1965 the sea s level would drop two 

to three metres from the 1950 mark 

That was the time of the most 
worrysome hypotheses about the fate 
if the entire Caspian basin One had 

to possess the optimism of Academi: 

I 4 

OF CASPIAN SEA 

-EWS in English No 13, 3-10 Apr 83 p 10 

re? Gant § Bere to ciaim Continuou 

lowering of the Caspian Sea levei can 

not have gone on for al! time The sea 
oscillations have had their periodic: 
ties. and the present lowering of the 

seas level is one of the episodes 
which has taken place over the past 
two millennia its level! lowered only 

to rise again ~ 
The “episode” is over But the same 

questions remain what happens to 

the sea’ Why and for how long wi!! 
the new rising continue? It is very 

difficult to live near water which 
alternately recedes and then tries to 
flood everything lying around it 

playing with shallows, depths. and 

islands, turning them into peninsulas 
or destroying them altogether 

Here is what Nikola: Goptarev 

Cand Sc (Geography). head of the 
sea hydrology laboratory at the 
Institute of Geography who devoted 
many years to the study of the 

Caspian Sea says “Periodicity in the 
change of the sea’s level does exist 
But it is not strict enough to make 

a rule out of it The Caspian Sea is not 
linked to the World Ocean Its water 

represents the water of the rivers 
that flow intc it Hence, the sea is 
sensitive to what happens in the 

basins of these rivers 
“In determining the level of the 

Caspian Sea our laboratory proceeds 

from the assumption that the climatic 
conditions in the Caspian basin wil! 
not have changed considerably over 

the next 10 to 20 years This means 
the rivers’ flow will be at approxim 

ately the ‘ame level! as will precipita 

tion and evaporation from. the 
surface of the sea What remains to be 
taker. into account 1s the quantity ot 
water which will be taken from the 

rivers for irrigation Now itt is 

40 cubic kilometres and it may reach 

80 cubic kilometres by the year 2000 ° 



BRIEFS 

eM | “ |} XAMINES CIVIL CONSTRUCTION--A regular session of the Commission of 

thie residium of the USSR Council of Ministers on the Protection of the Environ- 

ment and the Rational Use of Natural Resources took place today. The commission 

ined the measures being taken by Gosgrazhdanstroy [State Committee for Civil 

tructi ind Architecture] for the conservation of nature and for the draw- 

ng up otf rmative documents in the sphere of housing and civil construction, 

reneral plans ot towns and rural inhabited areas, and plans for the detailed 
i it and construction of residential areas. It was noted that the work 

e by Goserazhdanstroy in this direction still does not fully meet the present- 

juire Cosgrazhdanstroy has been instructed to step up the review of 

fate normative documents, taking into account the achievements of science 

logy and leading expertise in the conservation of nature, and to step 

ipervision of nature conservation measures. [Text] [LD130600 Moscow Domes- 

service in Russian 1830 GMT 12 May 83] 

ce 

NATUR VATION MEASURES=--A routine meeting of the Commission of the Presi- 

liu the “SSR Council of Ministers on Environmental Protection and Rational 

‘© of ‘atural Resources considered the question of nature conservation measures 
: indertaken in the construction of Boguchany GES. It was noted that some 

ministries have not ensured the timely fulfillment of measures to protect the 
‘nvironment in the zone of the reservoir and the hydropower station. Instruc- 

tion -iven to ensure the fulfillment of all work relating to keeping the 

river clean and purifying sewage and connected with securing the development of 

new land for agricultural use to replace that inundated by the reservoir. [Text] 

Moscow Domestic Service in Russian 1200 GMT 29 Apr 83 LD] 

J? ho 



DENMARK 

ENVIRONMENT MINISTER SEES CONTINUED CONSENSUS FOR LAWS 

openhagen BERLINGSKE TIDENDE in Danish 9 May 383 p 5 

Article by Environmental Affairs Minister Christian Christensen. 

Text Environmental protection affects ali of us and no one has a mono- 

poly on protecting the environment. All of us have an obligation to do so 

because we should preserve and improve the conditions of life for people, 

animals and plants. The government places decisive emphasis on the point 
that effective environmental protection must not be sacrificed in the diffi- 

cult struggle by national anc local governments to solve the economic prob- 

ACS. 

But 1 do not believe lasting results can be achieved in the environmental 

sector unless there is broad acceptance in society of the environmental 
nitiatives that are made. It is also important that those who are direct- 

vy aftected on a daily basis by environmental rules understand and, as much 

as possible, recognize the need for them. 

4 

| 

‘ 

For example, it is to a large extent the individual farmer who in practice 

will have a very decisive influence on the future of small lakes, moors and 
marshlands, regardless of the regulations Folketing adopts. 

[In my opinion, environmental problems cannot be solved with a quick fix. 

[It is the longrange, effective and correct solutions that count when we 

want to improve the environment. And those affected should also partici- 

pate when the rules are set up. 

That is why I emphasize the broad political foundation on which Danish en- 

vironmental policy has been based since environmental reform was instituted 

the early 1970's. 

As you know, the first Danish environmental protection law was approved by 

our two currently largest parties, the Social Democrats and the Conserva- 

tives. lL feel this was a very wise and farsighted policy that the twce 

parties supported, They insured that environmental protection in Denmark 

received a political basis that spanned the middle spectrum in the hails of 

parliament. 
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ny law iat have been passed since then in the environmental area 

lest sense--including conservation of natural resources, plan- 

saranteeing healthy food products and so on--were almost all passed 
ous Folketing or by a large majority across the middle spectrum, 

litical foundation for environmental administration has guar- rt 

:d popular support and political understanding for the work of sritee GQ Droeag 

environtental protection. And this has happened in such a way that Denmark 
ind still is a world leader in the environmental sector. 

s currently debating a number of bills and proposed Folketing 

the environmental area. As minister of environmental affairs, 

¥ part to see that discussions of the final shaping of these 

lead to our being able to go on enjoying broad political support 

..ronmental protection, IL hope the parties in Folketing will under- 
the .mportance of this and act accordingly. If new environmental 

are passed by a marrow margin in Folketing, a great deal 

will nave been lost in this area. One would then be in a situation where 
Ll shitt in seats after a Folketing election could mean radical 

lezislation and the loss of popular support for environ- 
. | The parties that might be in the position to form a zgov- 

etrmuent uid De espec ially aware of this. 

*?T 
, 

rote . Ol Laws 

| can well understand that environmentalists in this country sometimes be- 

come impatient and demand action here and now. It is also important for 

political parties to be receptive to the green line. And political initia- 
this area must be implemented in this session of Folketing or the 

next. ust to mention a few things, we must have better control over the 

t polluting activities, we must clean up the old chemical waste dumps, 
problems of acid rain, simplify and improve planning and look 

blem of protecting open land. But we must not fall into the temp- 
tation ot trying to solve the problems on a narrow political basis. 

eh 
LtacCKle Che 

' i ..ge to warn against narrow solutions. Frequent changes in atti- 
de toward environmental protection will certainly have a negative effect 

the environment in the long run. 



DENMARK 

POLIC® UNIT PATROLS HIGHWAYS TO CHECK HAZARDOUS WASTES 

Copennagen BERLINGSKE TLDENDE in Danish 10 May 63 Sec [II p 4 

Article DY Jens Trudso 

Text The consequences of transporting hazardous subdstances and failing 

to meet safety requirements can be catastrophic. 

\n example trom the last few days was a truck shipment from Norway to Den- 

mark Via a terry that caught fire. The passengers had to be evacuated and 

when the circumstances surrounding the shipment were studied more closely, 

it turned out that hazardous shipments of this kind are not allowed on 

that particular ferry route at all. 

The traffic police have specially-trained people to check trucks hauling 
hazardous cargo. The poison petrol attached to the Copenhagen police force 
consists of three men with special knowledge of poison shipments and people 
ire being trained tor traffic police duty in police districts around the 

country who have special knowledge of these problems. 

Whole Cataloxg 

when the poison patrol goes out, its job is to check trucks and make sure 
their papers are in order. The patrol also checks to see if the trucks 

have the regulation markings for transporting hazardous materials. 

“There is a whole catalog of hazard classes, each with its own regulations 

for transport along our highways,” said the leader of the Copenhagen poison 

patrol, police inspector Tom Bitch Andersen, 

When the poison patrol is on the job and has any doubts about what the car- 

go really consists of, it can work with experts in chemistry from the 

Danish College of Pharmacology and the Civil Defense laboratories. 

Along with a chemist, Tom Bitch Andersen made a close study of the many 

poison shipments that occur on the Rodby-Puttgarten ferry route. 



<tcetided over a leyear period trum 1 May 1938! to 31 April 1952. 

~ d that according to the official papers, 20,000 tons of poisonous 

ered Denmark via the Rodby-Puttgarten route. r 

studies showed that closer to 300,000 tons of poisonous sub- 

acre Drought in during the year. A number of shipments were simply 

as they should have been. There are special ferry runs at 

ss poison transports. Spot checks showed that these special 

tar from always used as they should be. This means that a number 

:rdous shipments travel on regular ferry runs. 

pecial problems with hazardous shipments along the highways, 

: number of transports go from the European continent via Sjaelland 
er the Helsingor-Helsingborg ferry routes. 



FARMERS’ GROUP OFFICIAL SOUGHT TO QUASH WATER QUALITY STUDY 

nhagen AKTUELT in Danish 23 Apr 83 p 6 

| ) 
Article by Carl-Johan Rosenberg | 

Text "Our advice to you is to throw your report in the wastebasket. 

With this "generous" suggestion, agriculture’s chief consultant, Frank 

Bennetzen, tried to close the mouth of the self-governing independent in- 

stitution, the Water Quality Institute, VKI. 

One of the institute's staff members, civil engineer Hans Schroder, had 

sent Bennetzen a dratt of an upcoming VKI report for orientation purposes. 

[he report says that the sharply increased use of artificial fertilizer in 
agriculture during the last 30 years is the major cause of the nitrogen 

pollution in inner Danish waters. 

Bennetzen's reaction came several days later. A telephone call to VKI in 

an effort to quash the report. 

Filing the report in the wastebasket would protect VKI from "making its 
isunderstandings public and would save the institute a lot of time wasted 

ifterward in refuting the entire report,’ was the argument presented by 
the chief consultant. 

tt. 

"Of course we refused to withdraw the report,” said Hans Schroder. we 
have worked with these matters for more than 10 years. “We are quite 
capable of deciding for ourselves what can be sustained and what cannot.” 

Hans Schroder added that the report will probably be released in a tew 

WeOERKS, 

Avriculture claims it is the large amount of phosphates, primarily stemmin, 

from city waste water, that is responsible for algae growth and thus 
pletion of oxygen in inner Danish waters. 

r "And that is simply wrong,” said Hans Schroder. "In salt water, nitr 

ds, which come mostly from farming, are the deciding factor. con pount 



rT Tur - we Nave Deen sub jected to statements [Tom agricuiturai 

atch the information we had. That is why we are now re- re 

this report--a task we at the institute set for ourselves, 

21g ’ nroder,. 

rr a 
sit —~Uui@ assisted the Environmental Agency with a report on 

{ phosphorus and nitrogen along our coasts. The new report 

ents the old one by placing the problem in a time perspective. 

t departure is a study under agriculture’s own auspices. It 
. tuat the nitrogen leaching from a field rose by the square of the 

irtiticial fertilizer used to enrich the soil. For example, if 

woount of tertilizer is doubled, the tertilizer leached out increases 

surtold. Against that background, VKI estimates that agricultural ni- 

Lution has increased from 200 to 300 percent over the last 30 
t 

5 

ina Bernetzen rejects that calculation. Ome cannot set things up in 

ire Ly theoretical way, he says. He describes the entire report as 

inde rr’ on VKI's part. 

wriculture Minister Niels Anker Kofoed followed up by describing the VKI 

is “so-called environmental scientists.” 

VKl's tocus is onesided and totally wrong, he said. 

The  riticism does not affect me,” said Hans Schroder. "Not when it is 
ented on such an inaccurate basis as the assertion that it is not 

lture, but phosphate from city sewage that is the real reason for 
OXV EC depletion along our coasts. 
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